
Noris Medical is pleased to invite you to a course which will 
cover the basics of implant surgery and the process of acquiring 
a successful restoration.

The course goals are to ensure that the dental assistants are 
in tune with the Doctor performing surgery. 

Assistants will learn to perceive any issues during surgery and 
critically analyze the proper steps for restoration. 

Implant Surgery & Restorations Course 
for Dental Assistants

February 17, 2018 | 10:30-6pm

Tommy Bahamas (Town Square)
6635 S Las Vegas Blvd., Las Vegas NV 89119



Course Topics:

• Implant Terminology, related to surgery and restoration process

• Room Set up, Instruments, Sterilization, Safety measures, 
Infection control

• Surgical Kits, proper cleaning and breakdown or rooms

• Pre-op and Post-op patient care instruction

• Planning surgery Ct Scan, Guides Ect

• Immediate load / Intro on Torque

• Implant diagnosis (healing times, identify signs of failures)

• Effectively manage inventory and ordering

• Restoration - Lab

• Impression Materials (PVS/Digital)

• Impression taking process (open/closed/variations/digital)

• Various prosthetics fixed, screw retained, removable, temporaries 

• Prosthetic components, Torque, Screws 

• Retrofit prosthesis, Deliveries possible complications 

Participation Certificates will be given at the completion of the course.

The number of participants is limited.
Noris Medical reserves the right to cancel / reschedule the course.
Notification shall be given to all applicants in advance.



Isaac Hurtado
Isaac Hurtado started in the dental industry 

in 2005, as a student in a dental assistant 

certification program in California. He interned 

at a predominant practice in Palm Springs, it is 

there that his passion for the industry ignited. 

Isaac has worked in all aspects of the Dental 

industry in both Private and Public practices. 

His roles included, Dental Nursing, Surgical 

Assisting, Laboratory Technician and Practice 

Management. The desire to learn and grow 

continued for Isaac with a yearning for 

Sedation dentistry, he went on to receive his 

certification in phlebotomy. 

Isaac has combined all his knowledge and skills 

to now be working with Noris Medical, he is 

passionate in training assistants to have 

a cohesive working environment.
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